Much Ado About Nothing?
One switch, two channels, not marked on the device. But found in the manual, isn’t that nice?
Two buttons, one power. Turn the printer on.
Five buttons, many functions.

Which one turns it on?
No buttons, but a latch and two colored lights.
One chord. Now it’s time to plug it in twice.
One CD goes into one open CD tray.
Thirteen detailed part names for one microwave.
One TV, one boy, one high perched toy.
What does it do, what could it be? One mirror in the hand reflecting me.
Two pom poms, one Barbie.
One owner’s manual shown in one owner’s manual. But without this owner’s manual, could you see this owner’s manual?
Many thanks to all the instructional graphics designers in the world that are making our lives simpler one graphic at a time.
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